Queen's University Undergraduate Student Summer Research Fellowship (USSRF)

APPLICATION FORM: Student portion

Last Name: ___________________________ First Name: ___________________________

Student Number: __________________________

Queen’s Email: __________________________

Faculty: ___________________________ Academic Program: __________________________

Name of proposed supervisor: __________________________

Title of research project: __________________________

Enrolled in a Bachelor’s degree program at Queen’s at the time of application: [ ] YES [ ] NO

Eligible to work in Canada: [ ] YES [ ] NO

* If the answer to either of these questions is no, the application is not eligible.

Inter-/multi-disciplinary projects are permitted, and projects need not fall within a single agency’s mandate but are expected to build research excellence within the program of study and provide exemplary training opportunities for students engaged with the program.

Signature of student: __________________________ Date: ________________

(Scanned original or electronic signatures required)
Queen's University Undergraduate Student
Summer Research Fellowship (USSRF)

APPLICATION FORM: Student portion

Student application: Attachment

Prepare answers to each of the following three questions, and attach to the signature page for submission as one pdf document. Precede each answer with the question number as provided below. Limit one page total with 12-point Times New Roman font (or equivalent) and 1” margins.

1. **Elevator pitch**: Imagine you have 1 minute to tell someone about your research plans, and to convince them it is important and meaningful research. Tell us what you would say.

2. **Personal Impact**: Describe how this opportunity will contribute to your academic experience.

3. **Broader Impact**: Describe the potential relevance of the research to (a) the field of study, and (b) a broader audience beyond your field of study (in/outside academia). E.g., What new knowledge will your research contribute, and who will benefit?

Submissions MUST follow the formatting instructions to be considered eligible.

View all program guidelines at https://www.queensu.ca/vpr/funding/internal/ussrf